Southern Methodist University  
Dedman Center for Lifetime Sports  
STATEMENT OF ‘RELATIONSHIP’ STATUS

I confirm and agree that the individual listed as my spouse/partner or adult dependent meets the criteria listed below to be considered eligible for the Dedman Center Family Membership:

I. Adult Dependent
   • Unmarried children, 18 – 19 years of age;
   • Under age 25 if full-time student and providing 50%, or more, of child’s financial support.

II. Married
   • As defined by the laws of the State of Texas.

III. Domestic/Live-in Partner
    Must meet ALL of the following criteria:
    • We are each other’s sole Domestic/Live-in Partner and intend to remain so indefinitely;
    • Neither of us is married to anyone else and has not been within the last 12 months;
    • We may be of the same gender;
    • We are both at least eighteen (18) years of age and mentally competent to consent to a contract;
    • We are not related by adoption, blood or marriage to a degree of closeness that would prohibit legal marriage in the state of residence;
    • We are currently residing together in the same principal residence and have done so for the last six (6) months and intend to do so indefinitely;
    • We are responsible for each other’s common welfare and are financially interdependent;
    • If requested, we could provide at least two (2) of the following: (check all that apply)
      1. Joint ownership of real estate or joint lease;
      2. Joint ownership of an automobile;
      3. Joint bank accounts and/or other financial instruments’
      4. Designation by either as primary beneficiary in the other’s will’
      5. Designation by either as the beneficiary of a life insurance policy or retirement contract having a death benefit; or
      6. Any other documentation acceptable to SMU evidencing financial interdependence.

CHANGE IN STATUS

1. Member agrees to notify the SMU Department of Recreational Sports in writing (31 day notice) if there is any change in status of Dependency, Marriage, or Domestic/Live-in Partnership as attested in the Statement that would change the eligibility for Dedman Center membership.
2. Member agrees to notify the person whose membership eligibility is affected when a change in status occurs.
3. We acknowledge that if any of the eligibility requirements listed above and certified in the Statement are no longer satisfied, the membership will be cancelled without refund.
4. After such change in status, Member understands that a subsequent Statement of Domestic/Live-in Partnership or Marriage cannot be filed for twelve (12) months.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We certify that the information we have provided on this form is true and correct. We understand that any material omissions or statements made on the Statement that is known to be false by either of us may be cause for appropriate disciplinary action.

We agree that Member will reimburse any person or agent of SMU for the loss (including any claim and/or fees paid as a result of this Statement) due to any false statements contained on this Statement or any material omissions.

We have provided the information in this Statement for use by SMU or its agent for the sole purpose of determining our eligibility for membership to Dedman Center.

I and my family members certify our compliance with the above eligibility criteria and requirements for the indicated relationship status. Compliance with these requirements makes us eligible for the indicated Dedman Center Membership on this date.